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Dress codes



Hair
 Hair shall be taper-trimmed at the back, sides, and above the ears to blend 
with the hair-style; be no more than 15 cm (6 in.) in length and sufficiently 
short that, when the hair is groomed and headdress is removed, no hair shall 
touch the ears or fall below the top of the eyebrows; be no more than 4 cm 
(1-1/2 in.) in bulk at the top of the head, gradually decreasing to blend with 
the taper-trimmed sides and back; and be kept free from the neck to a 
distance of 2.5 cm (1 in.) above the shirt collar. Taper trimmed square back 
styles and shaving of all the hair on the head are permitted.  (See illustration 
on next slide) 



Hair (continued)



Good to know !

 The style and color of the hair must not be bizarre, exaggerated, or 
unusual. Unusual colors such as green, bright red, orange, purple, 

etc. are prohibited.



Moustaches
 When moustaches are worn alone, the 
unshaven portion of the face shall not 
extend outwards beyond the corners of 
the mouth. Moustaches shall be kept 
neatly trimmed; not be greater than 2 
cm (3/4 in.) in bulk; not extend below 
the corners of the mouth. 



Beards
 They shall be worn with a moustache, 
kept neatly trimmed, especially on the 
lower neck and cheekbones; not 
exceed 2 cm in bulk. Cadets shall, on 
their own accord or upon direction 
from their CO shave off unsuccessful 
attempts to grow a beard unless beard 
is grown due to an accommodation 



Jewels
 Cadets may wear a wrist watch, a 
Medical Alert identifier and a 
maximum of two rings which are 
not of a costume jewelry nature. 



Piercings
 Conservative, non-visible, clear body piercing adornments are 
permitted to be worn by cadets in uniform or during cadet activities in 
civilian clothing. 



Tattoos
 Cadets shall not display visible tattoos that could be deemed to be 
offensive or otherwise reflect discredit on the Cadet Program. 


